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Wingstop Inc. is an American chain of nostalgic, 
aviation-themed restaurants specializing in chicken 
wings. Wingstop locations are decorated following a 
1930s and 1940s pre-jet aviation theme. The restaurant 
chain was founded in 1994 in Garland, Texas, and 
began offering franchises in 1997. Since then, 
Wingstop has grown into a chain with more than 1,400 
restaurants either open or in development. The chain 
is headquartered in Addison, Texas.

Wingstop is now digitally known as “Thighstop” due to 
a chicken wing shortage in the USA.



The Challenge

Wingstop wanted to maximise their 

presence during the NBA playoffs, they 

wanted to not only be kept top of mind for 

consumers during the NBA playoffs, but they 

also wanted to place their Thighstop ad on 

the right NBA content.

The Thighstop ad had messaging that 

Wingstop had made wings so popular that 

America was running out, so they now 

introduced Thighstop.



Our Solution

Wingstop leveraged Mirrors AI, fueled by visual context detection in-video to ensure :

• Brand Safety

• Brand Suitability

• Brand Privacy 

Mirrors AI is leading the pack with AI driven computer vision technology. Wingstop was able to 

activate pre-roll and mid-roll video ads across all YouTube and YouTube TV videos, only when a 

predefined visual context was detected in a video ID. Upon discovery of visual contexts, Mirrors 
triggered the Wingstop/Thighstop skippable and non-skippable ad.
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Ad experience

Experience the

15 Second ad

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WSeJqcQ7GkY&feature=youtu.be


The Results Are In!

Mirrors engaged the right audience, at the exact 

moments viewers were watching videos with pre 

defined visual triggers during the NBA playoffs.

The campaign achieved over 1.4 million views, 

61% higher VCR at a 3x frequency cap with a 

68% male skew, we also saw 87% of our delivery 

was across CTV and Smart Phone.

The campaign exceeded Wingstop benchmarks 

by 61%.

View Through Rate

61%
Above benchmark

45%
benchmark
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